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 The game was created by Gearbox Software using the Black Mesa engine, following the events of Half-Life 1. The main
objectives of the game are to obtain different artifacts which improve the player's weaponry, health and durability. History Blue
Shift was originally intended to be released as an expansion pack for Half-Life, and titled Black Mesa Research Facility: Blue

Shift. The game was designed by Jason Rafalli and developed by Guerrilla Games. The game was originally intended to be
released around December 1999, but was delayed to October 2000 and eventually January 2001. On January 8, 2001, Blue Shift

was released as an expansion pack for Half-Life. This release was also the last expansion pack to use the Black Mesa engine.
The game went on to win GameSpot's 2001 Editor's Choice award for "Best PC Expansion". While the original release of Blue
Shift was only included in the Half-Life engine, both Blue Shift and Half-Life were later made available for download from the

Half-Life website. The Blue Shift source code is also available on the Half-Life website. Reception Upon release, the game
received "favorable" reviews on all platforms except GameSpot, which gave it a "mixed or average" review. The game won both

GameSpot and IGN's 2001 Editors' Choice awards for "Best PC Expansion". References External links Blue Shift at
MobyGames Blue Shift at the Half-Life website Category:2001 video games Category:Video games about time travel

Category:Half-Life mods Category:First-person shooters Category:Science fiction video games Category:Video games set in
Louisiana Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only games Category:Strategy First games Category:Tactical shooter
video games Category:Gearbox Software games Category:Video games developed in the United StatesI'm trying to implement
the following: I have 4 boxes in a form, when a user clicks on a box I want to give him options to either accept or cancel the

deal. To get a better idea what I'm looking for, here's an example: You can also have a "keep this deal" box, so that a user can
keep a deal without closing it. A "decline this deal" box would then allow the user to either accept or decline the deal. Is there a

jquery plugin that can 520fdb1ae7
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